
Brindisi Bobble Square Crochet Pattern 

    

  

    Simply made beautiful. 
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Copyright 
© Crystal Marin and ChristaCoDesign, 2020. Unauthorized use and/or duplication of 

this pattern and/or pictures without express and written permission from Crystal 

Marin and ChristaCoDesign is strictly prohibited. 

You may make and sell items from my patterns, however I ask that you notify me and 

give credit to ChristaCoDesign as the designer, by linking back to my website: 

https://christacodesign.com. Please do not use my photos if selling items made 

from my patterns. 

Join me          
ChristaCoDesign Newsletter        

https://christacodesign.com        

Facebook: ChristaCoCrochet+KnitCommunity 

@christacodesign on Instagram  

ChristaCoDesign on Pinterest 

Ravelry 

Etsy 

Contact: christacodesign@gmail.com 

Materials 
• 76 yds/70m of #4 med weight yarn, divided in two colors 
• 5mm US size H crochet hook, or hook needed to meet gauge 
• yarn needle 
• scissors 
• measuring tape 

Notes 
1. Ch 3 counts as a stitch, I highly recommend using a ch 3 alternative, 

here are my favorites. 
2. Ch 1 does not count as a stitch.  
3. Stitch multiple is 4 +3. 
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Level       
Intermediate  

Gauge 
4”/10cm x 4”/10cm= 12 dc x 5 rows of dc 

Stitches/Abbreviations-US Terms 
bo-bobble stitch: yarn over, insert hook into stitch to be worked, yarn 

over & pull up a loop, yarn over & pull through two loops; working into 

the same stitch repeat 4 more times; you will have 6 loops on the hook, 

yarn over & pull through all of them  

CC-contrasting color    ch(s)-chain(s) dc-double crochet  

fsc-foundation single crochet MC-main color rep-repeat     

sc-single crochet   sk-skip the indicated stitch  sl st-slip stitch   

st(s)-stitch(es)  

Finished Dimensions 
9”/23cm wide x 9”/23cm long without border 

Color Changing Tip 
To change colors cleanly, on the last step of the last stitch before your 

color change, drop Color #1 and pick up Color #2 yarn over in Color #2 

and pull through to finish your stitch. Videos: Color changing through + at 

the end of a row. 

Video Tutorial on YouTube 
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Written Pattern 
Row 1. In MC, fsc 27 or ch 28 and sc in the 2nd ch from your hook and 

each ch across, turn. (27 sts) 

Row 2. In CC, (WS) Ch 3, dc in next 2 sts, *{in MC bo, in CC dc in next 3 sts} 

rep from * across, turn. (6 bobbles + 21 dc) 
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Row 3. In MC ch 1, in same st sc and in each st across, turn. (27 sts) 

Row 4. In CC ch 3, dc in next 4 sts, *{in MC bo, in CC dc in next 3 sts} rep 

from * across until 2 sts left, dc in last 2 sts, turn. (5 bobbles + 22 dc) 
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Row 5. Rep Row 3. 

Row 6. In CC ch 3, dc in next 6 sts, *{in MC bo, in CC dc in next 3 sts} rep 

from * across until 4 sts left, dc in last 4 sts, turn. (4 bobbles + 23 dc) 

Row 7. Rep Row 3. 
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Row 8. In CC ch 3, dc in next 8 sts, *{in MC bo, in CC dc in next 3 sts} rep 

from * across until 6 sts left, dc in last 6 sts, turn. (3 bobbles + 24 dc) 

Row 9. Rep Row 3. 

Row 10. In CC ch 3, dc in next 10 sts, *{in MC bo, in CC dc in next 3 sts} rep 

from * across until 8 sts left, dc in last 8 sts, turn. (2 bobbles + 25 dc) 

Row 11. Rep Row 3. 

Row 12. Rep Row 8. (3 bobbles) 

Row 13. Rep Row 3.  

Row 14. Rep Row 6. (4 bobbles) 

Row 15. Rep Row 3. 

Row 16. Rep Row 4. (5 bobbles) 

Row 17. Rep Row 3. 

Row 18. Rep Row 2. (6 bobbles) 

Row 19. Rep Row 3. 
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Border 
Continue from Row 19, ch 1, sc in the same corner. Sc evenly around the 

square, placing 1 sc per sc row and 2 sc in the side of each dc row. Sc, ch 

1, sc in each corner. Sl st to join. Cut yarn and weave in ends. 

Share 
Tag me @christacodesign on Instagram.  
Add your project to Ravelry. 
Find me on Facebook. 
Share it to my Facebook Group. 
Follow me on Pinterest for more inspiration. 
I love to see your work! 
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